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Book Two in The Chalcedony ChroniclesA clean NA paranormal/time travel romance.Book One:

bkmc.me/Book1CarnelianMari had her time in the past and is finally home. Unfortunately, she

didnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t understand the goddessÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ warning that traveling to the past would have

consequences. She could never have imagined what they would be, but she quickly finds out that

not everything is the way she left it. Now Mari must learn how to time travel if she wants to put her

life back into the order it was before she went into the past to be with Seth. Mari soon discovers that

time traveling isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t as easy as she thought it, and the goddess refuses to help her learn.

Mari must turn to an old friend, someone she never planned to see again, and get his help if she

wants to right what she has changed. But even that might come with a price.Mari travels into the

past again to find loved ones. Her journey brings more questions, and a few answers, to the puzzle

that is her life. Mari can quickly see why her mother went to the future, and Mari needs to do the

same as soon as she can to bring her loved ones back. The past is far more complicated, and

dangerous than she ever imaginedÃ¢â‚¬â€•particularly for Mari. She might just be the piece

everyone is seeking in their own puzzles to control not only the past but the future, too.
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Chrysoprase is the second book in the Chalcedony Crhonicles by B. Kristin McMichael. The first

book, Carnelian, introduced us to Mari and the world of time traveling. In that review, I mentioned

how there was no mention of time travel until the middle of the book. It basically made that book feel

like it was trying to find something fast and this was the only way.Chrysoprase, on the other hand,

felt more thought out. We get more information on the act of time traveling, the world of the past,

who our antagonist is, and we get to see a bit of what makes Mari so important. These things are

essential to the story as a whole and I'm glad I didn't have to wait as long to see a clear defining line

to what I am reading.Mari is still an intelligent and driven young woman. Though she seems to be

too trusting. The scenes of her learning to time travel was interesting and gave her relationship with

Ty more depth. Her reunion with Seth was great. It allowed her to show him that she is stronger

than he realizes and that he needs to understand that they are partners.The book ended with a

perfect cliffhanger that did excite me for the third book. All in all, this one was my favorite of the two

books in the series that I've read. I could see a potential in great development.

I had a hard time reading this through all the tears! So many emotions! I had to take time before I

could write this! Let the puffiness go down and wait for my vision to clear up. I have not been so

moved in a very long time. Tears of sadness and joy. There was fear, lonliness, anger, disgust. And

time travel of course!I hate reading reviews that give spoilers. Go read it already!

This book was rather interesting. Details about her ex-boyfriend before she met Seth come to the

surface and drastically changes things. Mari is trying to find her mother and Seth and Dee in the

past to bring them back home with her, but ends up in several sticky situations in the process.I loved

the world building in this book. I really liked the way the author described the past and the people

and the royalty that Mari was involved with. I thought she did a wonderful job for at time period that

we can't know everything or specific details.This was a pretty decent sequel. It did seem a bit slow

most of the book, but it was interesting and I'm curious to see what happens in book 3, which I will

be starting next.

I need the third book now! Yet again B. Kristin writes an addicting story that has me asking

questions and wanting answers! Mari, Ty, Seth and Dee are fantastic as usual, and especially



thought the protective instinct of Ty was charming. Also, Logan. Oh Logan Logan Logan! The

tension between him and Mari was undeniable and a great thread woven throughout the story (you'll

instantly know what I mean when you read it!)The book really picked up when Mari time jumped. I

love the historical flare and seeing our Mari interact and navigate the political games in this ancient

world. I loved the role her mom played in the whole story. The writing, characters, and plot are all

spectacular! Fantastic story, loved it!

I was so excited to get Chrysoprase! And I am so glad i finally read it. Now I have a problem.... I

have to wait until book 3 comes out :'(The romance was electric and spicy, I loved it! The love Seth

and Mari have is definitely once in a lifetime and very powerful.The ending was unfortunately

predictable, but I didn't mind. Regardless if I knew it was going to happen, it was still shocking. It

really makes me hate Logan.I really don't know what more to say about the book without spoiling

anything.COngratulations B. Kristin McMichael, you've written yourself a damn good book.FIVE

STARS

B. Kristin McMichael leaves you in a ancient time and place, with her Character Mari is looking for

her lost love, a lost Family member and at the whims of an old boyfriend that is proving he is not her

friend. Will she and the Boys she came to know in her first semester in college be with her? Or has

she lost them to time. Will the Goddess help her? Where does her future lay, in the ancient past or

the current future? When someone goes back in time she finds that their presence is erased. Loving

Seth that no one else remembers is tearing her apart. She must find a way to bring everyone

together where and when they belong.

This book and its predecessor are wonderful. The characters are easy to love and hate which

makes it a fabulous read. I read the books in one sitting and now wish the third one was here to

finish the story. If you love stories which are just beyond the realm of belief but are at the same time

grounded in reality, this series is one nor to pass up.

I really enjoyed this book and the one before it. I've never read something so uniquely its own. The

romance angle is very well played. It wasn't bam, they're (read the book to find out who they is) in

love, it was slow and made since. The only thing keeping me from giving this book four or even five

stars is that I don't feel as if I know the characters as well as one should by the end of the second

book. I would recommend reading this book for the adventures and actually kind of believable fiction



story.I can wait for the third book!!
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